ON A(p) SETS WITH MINIMAL CONSTANT IN DISCRETE NONCOMMUTATIVE GROUPS MAREK BOZEJKO1
ABSTRACT.
We compute the minimal constants for infinite A(2zz) sets in discrete noncommutative groups and as a consequence we obtain an alternate proof of Leinert's theorem on A(°°) sets.
1. Introduction. Let G be a discrete group. Let I (G) denote the space of square summable complex functions on G with the norm ||/|| 2 = (S"|/(x)| ) .
A convolver of I is a function g on G such that for each j £ I the convolution (g */)(*) = £ gUy~')/(y) yiG is defined and belongs to l ÍG).
In accordance with the terminology of Eymard [3l, we shall denote the space of "convolvers" by VNÍG). The norm of an element of VNÍG) will be the norm of the corresponding convolution operator (which is necessarily continuous) on / (G). It is clear that VNÍG) C l2iG). In this paper we study sub- 
By that same argument we have (6) ^i^^r1-But the set E is of type L, so from (6) we obtain (7) S^ = S£ = 0 for zz < ze < 2«.
Applying (6) and (7) we have
From (6) we obtain (9) 77-1 -77 7Z-2
Since S = 1, 5 =2 and S2 < 3, therefore from (9) we have (10) K-l^i") f°r n>2'
By this same way, from (6) we obtain (11) S" -,<S" l + S" * K1 iJ n-2 -7Z-1 72-3
and from (4) and (10) we obtain^¿ '-"'rrtOC-O^ç^OC2-.)
The Corollary follows at once from the following inequality (see [11] ):
-,2rc-l < (*;)< ,>.-..
